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Hi.
Posted by pepsi - 25 Oct 2011 09:00
_____________________________________

Hello twk,

I'm Cheshire Cat and I have many other aliases such as Pepsi, I'd love to be part of the community so I'll
post this application! 

In-Game Name (Currently): Cheshire Cat

Name: Alexander

Age: 16

Location: Sweden

SteamID: STEAM_0:1:20708873

Server I play on: WCS.

About me/Questions:

I'm Cheshire Cat, I have always loved wcs mods since I first started playing Counter-Strike: Source. I
also play a numerous of other games such as League of Legends and Star Craft 2.

I consider myself to be mature, intelligent, and friendly.

I always try to be polite and help new people in the server, or shoot you in the head with my famas =)

My former clans have been GU; A gmod RP'ing server on old classic downtown which shut down some
years ago. I then moved on to my next clan wD (world Dominance) where I was quite successful, turning
to a division leader (Second highest rank) of the warcraft 3 division. But unfortunately warcraft 3 had to
shut down due to the diminishing amount of members as they all turned to the League of Legends
division.

Shortly after the division was closed I left the clan moving on.

I then found this particular wcs server where a played named &quot;Player 3&quot; played who I
became friends with. (Your laugh is one of the most awesome ever.)We played on the same wcs server
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for the same time, then that one shut down/ got hacked. 

Player 3 then found this server and I followed in.

GG, I got obsessed with this server.

That's it, pretty much - I won't go into any more details as I usually do (get used to it, I can write long
posts sometimes ).

If anyone has any more questions, or just wanna have a friendly &quot;chit chat&quot;, add me on
Steam!

My steam name is avp_alexander (Don't ask.).

Cheers, and have a good day!

Cheshire cat.

============================================================================

Re: Hi.
Posted by reacT - 28 Oct 2011 10:04
_____________________________________

Welcome and goodluck with the application, fellow SC2 player.

============================================================================
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